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What Users Want From Cloud Deletion and the Information
They Need: A Participatory Action Study.

KOPO M. RAMOKAPANE, University of Bristol, United Kingdom
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Current cloud deletion mechanisms fall short in meeting users’ various deletion needs. They assume all data
is deleted the same way—data is temporally removed (or hidden) from users’ cloud accounts before being
completely deleted. This assumption neglects users’ desire to have data completely deleted instantly or prefer
to have it recoverable for a more extended period. To this date, these preferences have not been explored. To
address this gap, we conducted a participatory study with four groups of active cloud users (five subjects per
group). We examined their deletion preferences and the information they require to aid deletion. In particular,
we explored how users want to delete cloud data and identify what information about cloud deletion they
consider essential, the time it should be made available to them, and the communication channel that should be
used. We show that cloud deletion preferences are complex and multi-dimensional, varying between subjects
and groups. Information about deletion should be within reach when needed, for instance, be part of deletion
controls. Based on these findings, we discuss the implications of our study in improving the current deletion
mechanism to accommodate these preferences.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → User studies; Participatory design; User centered
design; • Security and privacy→ Social aspects of security and privacy; Usability in security and privacy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Empowering users regarding data retention and deletion is very important in environments like the
cloud, where users do not have direct control over the infrastructure. Clouds can provide significant
challenges to users especially verifying the data handling practices of service providers. In fact,
the current mechanisms for cloud deletion give users little to no control over how their data is
disposed of [25, 44, 53, 54].
This work extends our previous work [54] on cloud deletion. We aim to investigate two issues;

users’ cloud deletion preferences and the information that may support users’ deletion needs in the
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cloud.We seek to answer the following key research questions: (1) how do users want to delete cloud
data? and (2) how do they want to be informed about deletion? Despite evidence [25, 44, 53, 54]
that users have various deletion needs, current cloud deletion mechanisms fall short in meeting
these needs. For instance, they give users little to no control over how their data should be deleted
(i.e., whether data should be completely deleted or be recoverable). Prior studies informing the
design of deletion mechanisms have primarily focused on understanding cloud deletion and users’
understanding of online deletion. While these efforts are relevant for future designs and the
development of deletion mechanisms, they lack insights into deletion preferences or contextual
reasons why users may want data to be deleted in a certain way. They have only investigated the
narrow issues of data deletion, such as why people delete and the challenges they face. With this
focus, they have neglected users’ other needs or the underlying reasons they want to delete.
Our previous study [54] has shown that cloud users’ have different motivations to delete. For

instance, a user may delete to tidy up their account, manage old data or delete to preserve their
privacy. These different motivations for deletion may require different ways of deleting, for instance,
while deleting just to tidy up one’s account may not need to be complete (moving data to the ‘trash’
folder may be enough), deleting to preserve one’s privacy may require deleted data completely
removed from one’s cloud account. Moreover, when one is unsure of the importance of a file, they
may delete it but hope to recover it when needed. Existing literature does not provide insights on
these different needs nor the ways to address them. Currently, users are limited regarding how
they can delete their cloud data; all data stored in the cloud is temporarily removed from users’
locality before being completely deleted. However, this is different to how users may want to delete
their data. Cloud providers offer no help or controls to meet these different needs [53].
Regarding information about cloud deletion, our previous work [54] also suggested that users

are not satisfied with how information about deletion is shared and distributed. For instance,
participants stated that information about deletion, unlike other information like storage size, is
only found in privacy policies and is not easily accessible. Nonetheless, privacy policy shortcomings
are well understood in the literature. They have surfeit information, are difficult to understand and
are usually tailored to demonstrate compliance with legal requirements [23]. Moreover, concerning
data deletion, information about deletion is usually compact and short, missing other aspects of
data deletion, which may impair transparency. None of the existing studies about the cloud provides
insights on what information about deletion users consider important, and when and where it
should be shared with them.
To address this gap, we asked the following research questions: (1) how do cloud users classify

cloud data, that is, what kinds of data do they treat similar and different with regards to sensitivity
and importance? (2) how do users want these data to be deleted, what preferences can be identified
from this, considering (a) deletion under individual contexts and (b) social contexts – shared folders?
Are these preferences consistent? and (3) is it feasible to design deletion mechanisms that satisfy
their deletion preferences? To address the second research question, we examined the following:
(1) what information about deletion do users consider important, (2) when do users want this
information to be presented to them, and (3) where users prefer to find such information.

In summary, our work makes the following contributions.

• Cloud data classification.We identify three categories that users commonly use to classify
data stored in the cloud. Cloud users generally categorize data under the following groups:
(1) essential and sensitive, (2) less important and less sensitive, and (3) important but less
sensitive. Essential and sensitive – this is a group of data items that users consider to be
necessary or useful and private. Less important and Less sensitive – a group of data that users
consider less valuable, easy to produce and less private, while important but less sensitive data
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is the data they consider useful and hard to produce, but they are happy with other people
knowing or seeing it.

• Characterization of cloud user deletion preferences.We identify and characterize cloud
user deletion preferences with regards to deleting in individual and social contexts. Our
analysis uncovers four characteristics of cloud user deletion preferences including their
complexity and dimensions. Most critically, we discuss how the reason for deletion, the
perceived importance (file utility) of the file being deleted, the size of the file, file sharing
context, sensitivity and the storage size underpin these preferences.

• An understanding of users’ preferences regarding cloud deletion information. We
find that users consider information on cloud deletion scarce, not useful and that it is usually
presented to them at the wrong time through a wrong channel. They prefer that technical
information about deletion task (e.g., how deletion is carried out in the cloud) to be made
available to them in blogs while information about who has access to data stored or deleted
from the cloud and what happens when data is deleted should also be made available through
other channels (e.g., frequently asked questions) other than privacy policies.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: we continue with the discussion of previous studies
on cloud deletion in Section 2. Section 3 provides a detailed summary of our previous work on
cloud deletion [54]. Section 4 gives a general overview of the approach behind our study. We then
present the results of the first activity (data sorting) in Section 5, the second activity (deletion
preferences) in Section 6, and the last activity (deletion information) in Section 7. Section 8 presents
the discussion and implications of our study and several guidelines for developers of cloud storage
platforms.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Cloud deletion
Both formal studies and anecdotal evidence suggest that deletion is essential to cloud users. Users
delete for various reasons; however, failure to do so can lead to unintended disclosures, clutters,
regrets and emotional trauma [35, 44, 53]. While there has been some work focusing on under-
standing challenges of deleting from other platforms like social media [2, 17, 22, 61], user studies
on cloud deletion are novel and sparse [25, 44].
Most usability studies [3, 19, 33, 75] around the cloud focus on other aspects like sharing,

synchronization, perceptions, and privacy. Earlier studies argued that not all users intendedly
used the cloud storage; they were mainly accidental users—usually surprised to find their data
in the cloud. The mismatch between users’ expectations and the reality of using the cloud has
been cited as the main reason. Users usually misunderstand file synchronization, sharing, and
deletion. For example, in Capra et al.’s study [8], some participants manually synced their files to
the cloud. Regarding deletion, previous studies have reported mixed perceptions. Ion et al. [19]
reported that most users understood that cloud deletion was not instant and permanent; they
believed files were still recoverable for some time after deletion. However, younger participants in
the cross-generational study [3] believed that deletion was instant and permanent. In our previous
study [54], some participants did not understand that deleting from a shared folder would affect all
the collaborators. Moreover, Khan et al. explained that the misunderstanding of how shared folders
work often leads to users refraining from deleting old files, even when they have the access rights
to do so [25].

In a non-cloud context, Murillo et al. found thatmisunderstandings and unfounded expectations of
deletion are limited to user interfaces [44]. Lack of understanding explanation or impact of deletion
on the interface can lead to users not correctly assessing the effects of deleting messages [59].
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Others [19, 44] also argue that limited understanding of what happens in the backend may lead
to unexpected results. Some studies [44, 53] have noted that, in order for users to have a better
understanding of deletion, they are expected to understand deletion concepts such as backend,
timeliness, backup, derived information, completeness, anonymization, fine-grained and shared
copies. However, these concepts are not known among users; after interviewing 36 cloud users,
Ion et al. found that users do not understand and know timeliness or data retention [19]. While
these studies highlight the need for understanding deletion, none of them suggests how users can
acquire such knowledge or what are users’ preferences regarding the types of deletion they want
concerning particular types of data. Also, it is necessary to study how users delete data in settings
when it is shared with others using the cloud service.

Offering complete deletion in the cloud is still a challenge. Hao et al. [14] argue that it is
impossible to assure data deletion in the cloud using software-based approaches without physically
tampering with the disk. Our previous work [53] has also identified and discussed the challenges
of guaranteeing deletion in the cloud, highlighting that its salient infrastructure and operational
features make it difficult to completely delete data from the cloud. Despite this, some efforts have
been made to assure deletion in the cloud. For example, Tang et al. built a policy-based deployable
cloud storage system (i.e., FADE) to protect deleted data [69]. Another scheme that offers fine-
grained deletion was proposed by Mo et al. [43]. This scheme is based on a key modulation function
(KMF) that allows users to delete individual data items without re-encrypt the rest of the data.
Nonetheless, these cryptographic-based solutions work by denying access to the deleted data.
They do not remove the deleted data from the cloud, which means the data can still be leaked
through other attacks (e.g., brute force attacks or incorrect usage of cryptography libraries during
implementation [49]). Moreover, current cloud services do not specify the type of deletion they
offer or whether deleted data can still be recovered.

2.2 Classifying Data
Previous works on deletion report that deciding what data to delete or keep is a significant challenge
for most users because it involves predicting the future—users are not good at predicting their data
preferences over time. Moreover, they must keep in mind the type of data they are deleting, the
importance of the data, and whether they will need such data in the future [3, 13, 54, 68, 73, 74].
This process is ongoing and usually lies on two distinctive extremes: hoarding (i.e., keeping data
even if it is not valuable) and minimalism (i.e., avoiding storing too much data or regularly deleting
data) [73]. Moreover, it is decided on a highly individual level dependent on context, service, and
usefulness [44]. In group settings (e.g., shared folders), it is even more challenging because users
must consider the future information needs of other collaborators [51].
Deciding on what data to keep or delete from the cloud may require users to understand how

the cloud or cloud deletion works [44, 54]. Consequently, several researchers have previously
investigated how users decide or classify data. For example, some users classify data through the
lens of similarity [7]. Other times, their approaches are contextual [75]. Vioda et al. found that users
segmented cloud data into multiple mental places, e.g., work or family [75]. In shared repositories,
users usually view data as theirs or belonging to others but rarely as co-owned (i.e., common
ownership) [51]. This usually leads to users forgetting about the existence of these data. However,
when shown old data, most users tend to delete it rather than adopt other remediations [25]. To
help users classify cloud data, Khan et al. [26] proposed a tool to identify if a file was sensitive and
useful. Their results showed improvements over the state-of-the-art baselines, from 26% to 159%.
This also improved the prediction of whether the user will keep or delete the file by 10%. However,
Khan et al. [26] argue that basic metadata and demographic information are not particularly strong
predictors of users’ file-management decisions.
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Other tools have been proposed to help users manage their cloud data. Khan et al. [25] developed
a retrospective cloud data management tool and found that 83% of their participants preferred
deleting at least one file they saw from their accounts. Will et al. [7] developed a tool to help users
manage similar files with the intuition that they should be managed similarly. They found that users
were more likely to accept recommendations to delete the files than to move them. While these
tools are promising, their performance suggest that automatic cloud file management (including
deletion) is still at an early stages. Currently, users are still responsible for classifying and managing
their cloud files.

2.3 User Preferences
One of the many motivations for cloud deletion is privacy [25, 44]. Prior research has extensively
focused on understanding users’ privacy preferences regarding different personal data and technol-
ogy. Efforts have focused on online social networks [12, 30, 41, 42], smartphone privacy [20, 21],
advertising [38, 77], location [1, 34, 39] and data sharing preferences [36, 46, 62]. Results from these
studies have led to various privacy mechanisms and improved user interfaces for users to control
who can see their posts and avoid regrets in social media, for instance [12, 41, 42]. Also, in other
contexts, such as online advertising, users may like to state their preferences not to be tracked or
select the kind of adverts they want to see, with Melicher et al. [38] reporting that users found this
beneficial and offering them a sense of control. To address users’ privacy concerns in smartphones,
users can give various applications different access permissions [28, 29]. Regarding deletion, design
and longitudinal data management studies point to a growing need for tools and mechanisms
that can support users in decisions to keep and discard their data [13, 74]. They emphasize how
individuals’ practices and preferences differ in their daily lives. For example, users often want to
delete similar files even if they were not stored in the same folder [7]. Moreover, they frequently
delete files they consider not sensitive and useless. However, they always want to recover work
and school-related files if they were deleted by mistake [26]. Studies around deletion preferences
concerning cloud deletion are minimal though these two studies evidence some preferences for
deletion. In other areas, studies around user preferences have enhanced users’ control over their
personal data and privacy; insights on deletion preferences are missing, particularly when it comes
to deletion from the cloud.

2.4 Privacy Policies and Terms of Service
Today’s online services use notice and choice (i.e., consent) as the paradigm for giving consent
online [63]. User Agreements, Terms of Service agreements, and Privacy policies are expected to
contain service provider’s data practices (i.e., data collection and use) and presumably providing
users with sufficient knowledge to help them make informed decisions on whether they should
disclose their information or stop using the service [24]. With regards to deletion, they are expected
to explain how data is deleted, service provider’s deletion practices including retention policy
and recovery terms. Nonetheless, the vast amount of literature has reported on the usability
problems of current privacy policies. Majority of these are long, unreadable and contain irrelevant
information [24, 37, 50]. Some are not aligned with user privacy concerns [11]. Others fail to
inform users, leaving them helpless [58]. To actively help users manage their privacy, the authors
of [58] suggest that control mechanisms must be relevant, actionable and understandable. They also
identify four main dimensions to consider when designing to provide notice: timing, when should
a notice be presented; channel, how should the notice be delivered; modality, how the information
should be conveyed; and control, how choice options are integrated into the notice. In the context of
cloud deletion, improving these notices will help users understand the provider’s deletion practices
and inform their choices with regards to deletion. In this work, we explore what information about
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deletion in the cloud is essential to users, when should it be presented to users (timing), and the
channel that should be used.

3 PREVIOUS STUDY - DELETION PRACTICES
In our previous study on cloud deletion [54], we explored several key questions fundamental to
usable privacy and security with regards to cloud deletion:

• Motivating factors behind cloud users’ need to delete.
• The challenges they face or factors that underpin their failure to delete.
• The strategies that they employ to circumvent the challenges.
• The deletion experience users want.

Using semi-structured interviews (n=26) and grounded theory analysis, we identified four key
drivers that motivate users to delete, three key themes that explain deletion failures and various
coping strategies that users adapt to deal with failure to delete.

We found that users’ motivations to delete are privacy-, expertise-, policy-, and storage-driven.
Privacy driven - This group of participants deleted because they did not trust the cloud
provider, wanted to forget certain files and avoid future conflicts.
Expertise driven - Participants’ motives to delete were based on users’ understanding of
the cloud deletion and ability to delete. When participants were confident that they could
delete, they were more likely to delete than those who were not confident.
Policy driven - Some participants deleted due to extrinsic policies of their workplaces or
perceived value of the files.
Storage driven - Participants were mostly driven to delete to free up storage and avoid
clutter.

With regards to deletion failures, our analysis revealed that some deletion failures were due
to limited access to information about deletion, interface issues and users’ cloud deletion mental
models. Participants revealed that very often information about deletion is not enough or not easily
accessible as other information such as how to upgrade storage. Others stated that sometimes their
cloud application crashes or they struggle to find some deletion features, for example, deleting
items from cloud recycle/trash cans. We also found that some deletion failures stem from the
misunderstandings and the concepts that some users have about cloud deletion. For instance, some
cloud users refrain from deleting from shared folders because they are not sure whether the file,
they want to delete will be removed from the visibility of other shared folder members. Others,
for example, those who are privacy-driven, may end up having files in their ‘deleted items’ folder
without their knowledge because they may think deletion is permanent.

The study also revealed that cloud users adopt various strategies to address their challenges to
delete. For example, some participants prefer to delete from certain devices (e.g., sync folders in
their personal computers) or platforms from which they are confident they will be able to delete,
while others choose to filter what files get stored in their cloud accounts so that they may not
require the need to delete. We also learnt that the choice of the strategy is not consistent, it is
always changing, depending on the nature of the challenge, their expertise level, the device they are
using and the reason why they want to delete. For instance, participants who delete to free storage
favored the strategies that created space (e.g., deleting other files) while those whose motivation to
delete is privacy related will adopt a strategy that removed the file from the storage.
Our work revealed that some cloud users desire to have transparency regarding deletion; they

wanted information about how service providers delete or handle deleted data to be made freely
available. Others expressed the desire to have a complete deletion (i.e., permanent deletion of data
and meta-data) as they stated that they were not confident about how data is deleted. Moreover,
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Motivations for deletion

Coping Strategies Causes of failure to delete

Delete 
different file

Excluding 
files

Deleting from 
a single device Ad hoc 

Strategies

Cloud 
hopping

Head in the 
sand

Seek help

Mental 
Models

Lack of Deletion 
Information

Interface 
Issues

Storage 
Driven

Privacy 
Driven

Policy 
Driven

Expertise 
Driven

Fig. 1. Adapted. Key Findings from our previous study [54].

some suggested they lacked control over the deletion process and would prefer having control how
deletion should be executed, for example, how long deleted files should remain in the ‘deleted items’
folder. With regards to getting help with deletion, others suggested having dedicated services for
answering queries about the deletion. Figure 1 gives a summary of these findings.
Overall our previous work helped us to understand users’ cloud deletion practices and how

users cope with deletion failures. However, it did not give insights on users’ deletion preferences
or inclinations concerning the information about the deletion. Participants expressed their desire
to have complete deletion and control over deletion. Nonetheless, our work did not explore these
views in-depth, for example, we did not ask our participants to explain the scenarios in which
they would want complete deletion or whether they would want complete deletion for all their
cloud data. With regards to information about deletion, participants expressed the desire to have
transparency about the deletion and more information about cloud deletion. However, we did not
examine the kind of information about cloud deletion they wanted or where they would expect
to find it. In this article, we aim to address these limitations and provide insights on users’ cloud
deletion preferences, highlighting situations in which users may want complete deletion over other
types or deletion. We also provide an understanding regarding information about deletion, what
information users consider essential and where and when they would want to have access to it.

4 METHODOLOGY
To investigate users’ deletion preferences and information requirements, we used three participatory
action research (PAR) [5] tasks. PAR involves participation and action from a group of people
who are affected by the same problem and act together to tackle it. As a collaborative research
methodology, it offers researchers the opportunity to co-develop or investigate with users. It stresses
users’ lived experiences, social changes, their construction knowledge which can be useful for
solving their everyday challenges [4]. Thus, discovering and developing solutions that are viable
and useful to users. Moreover, we chose participatory action research because it is a well-established
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method in HCI to explore complex issues with users [5, 48]. Cloud deletion is not an easy topic
for all users [44, 54], gathering a group of users to explore it is likely to yield better results than
discussing it with individuals on a one-to-one basis. We chose the sorting (i.e., grouping) method
for each PAR because sorting is a natural cognitive process routinely used in everyday life on which
many evaluations and decision-making processes rely [31].

The rationale behind each PAR.

PAR 1 - Data sorting. We chose data sorting activity because the findings of our previous work [54]
suggested that sometimes participants considered the file type when choosing which file to delete,
for example, when deleting to free space, participants reported that they usually choose the file they
did not consider to be important. In this current study, we wanted to know whether participants’
perception of the file (i.e., importance and sensitivity) also influenced their deletion choice. Letting
participants group these data types beforehand seemed reasonable before asking them how they
would delete such data.

PAR 2 - Deletion preferences. Participants deleted cloud data for various reasons [54], and we
hypothesized that this might be linked to deletion types, so asking them to sort data this way
seemed an intuitive way to understand how participants want their data to be deleted.

PAR 3 - Information Requirements. We asked participants to categorize information about deletion
in terms of importance when they want to see it and the communication channel because prior
studies, for example, Murillo et al. suggest users would perceive deletion more accurately if they
understood the deletion concepts we used [44]. Thus, we created these concepts and examined
whether participants valued some more than others and when and where they would want such
information to be made available. Allowing participants to group concepts using our predefined
helped us to observe these differences easily.

Survey

Individual task Group task

PAR 2 - Deletion 
metaphor

PAR 3 - Information 
Requirements

Group task

PAR 1 -  Data Sorting

1. Individual task
2. Group task

Fig. 2. The survey was taken prior to attending the study sessions. Participants first classified data types,
then completed the task based exercises.

Our study involved completing a pre-study survey, and then the three (3) activities/PARs as
shown in Fig. 2. These PAR are described in detail in Sections 5, 6, and 7. In this section, we focus
on giving details on the overall method, the study procedure, recruitment, data collection, and data
analysis.

Study Procedure
Before users could attend a session for task-based exercises, participants were asked to complete
an online pre-survey that, in addition to obtaining demographics details, assessed their perception
and cloud deletion practices.

Selected participants (criteria explained in the next section) were invited to our labs to complete
the rest of the study. The first activity involved sorting data types individually, then as a group. The
second activity concerned deletion preferences and the last activity was about deletion information.
PAR 3 and 3 activities were group tasks. The lead researcher moderated all the sessions. At the
beginning of each session, they explained the general aim of the study, what was required of the
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participants in each task, answered participants’ queries, started discussions around each PAR
(including probing participants to explain their reasoning behind their sorting preferences or ask
the other group members to give their opinions), managed time, and ensured that the objectives of
the study were addressed. The facilitator also ensured all the study materials were available and
that all categorizations were photographed before, during, and after activities.

Code Group Gender Age Employment Accounts Cloud Services
P1 A Female 21 - 25 Student 2 - 3 Dropbox, iCloud, Google drive
P4 A Male 31 - 35 full time 4 - 5 Dropbox, Box, Google drive, OneDrive
P11 A Female 31 - 35 full time 2 - 3 Google drive
P17 A Male 18 - 20 Student 2 - 3 Dropbox, Google drive, OneDrive
P18 A Male 31 - 35 full time 6 + Dropbox, iCloud, Google drive, OneDrive
P2 B Male 31 - 35 PhD Student 2 - 3 Google Drive Box
P5 B Female 31 - 35 full time 2 - 3 Dropbox, Google drive
P7 B Female 18 - 20 Student 1 Google drive
P13 B Male 26 - 30 full time 2 - 3 iCloud, Google drive
P19 B Female 41 - 45 full time 4 - 5 iCloud, Google drive, Dropbox
P14 C Male 26 - 30 full time 2 - 3 iCloud, Google drive, OneDrive
P3 C Male 26 - 30 PhD Student 2 - 3 iCloud, Google drive
P8 C Male 21 - 25 full time 2 - 3 Google drive, OneDrive
P9 C Female 18 - 20 Student 1 Google drive
P20 C Female 31 - 35 full time 2 - 3 Google drive, OneDrive
P10 D Male 26 - 30 part time 2 - 3 Dropbox, iCloud, Google drive
P6 D Female 26 - 30 Unemployed 2 - 3 Dropbox, Google drive
P12 D Female 26 - 30 PhD Student 1 Google drive
P15 D Female 31 - 35 Student 4 - 5 Google drive, OneDrive
P16 D Male 36 - 40 full time 2 - 3 Google drive, Box, Amazon Cloud Drive

Table 1. Summary: Study Demographics.

Recruitment, Ethics and Data collection
After obtaining an ethics clearance, we recruited participants through social media, word of mouth,
and adverts around the university and the city center. Interested respondents were encouraged to
complete a screening form. The purpose of this questionnaire was to identify active cloud users
who were 18 or older meeting three or more of the following:

• having deleted from the cloud through more than one device or interface (so that they could
provide their experiences based on more than one interface),

• having more than one cloud account (so that they could share their experiences based on
more than one provider),

• sharing some folders (to be able to gather their deletion preferences from shared files),
• experienced some challenges when deleting (to learn about how they would solve their
challenges),

• interested in cloud deletion, and
• being able to attend the participatory study.

Sixty-five (65) people (40% identified as male) responded to our adverts and completed the
screening questionnaire. Sixty stated that they have deleted in the cloud, 17 of which experienced
some challenges while deleting, 76.9% sharing folders, 46.2 % had more than one account, and only
three people stated they could not attend to do the study.

In the end, 20 (50% females) participants were invited to take part in the study. We divided them
into four equal groups. Each participant was given a day and time when the study will take place and
was asked to confirm their availability. While the initial group allocation was random, for diversity
purposes, we ensured that each group contained at least three non-student participants, not more
than three people of the same gender, and diverse age groups. We considered this sample sufficient
for the study and the complexity of the topic. Deletion as a topic is not as popular as privacy.
Consequently, a smaller number of participants allowed us to probe and ask follow-up questions
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during the session. Complex topics are easy to explore using the participatory method [5, 48].
Moreover, Oates and Alevizou [45] suggest that conducting studies with groups of five to eight
is sufficient to generate discussions and provide valuable insights. Table 1 lists the demographics
of all the participants. We obtained consent to record audio and take pictures (i.e., pictures of the
props without participants’ faces) during the sessions. Each participant received compensation
worth $7.00 for their time.

In total, we collected 224min worth of audio from all the group sessions and took a total of 94
images (188MB). Sessions took an average of 63min excluding breaks.

Pilot studies
After obtaining ethics clearance, we ran three pilot study sessions with three different groups of
participants (i.e., Four participants per group). These sessions were used to understand how long
each task would take to complete, assess whether the research protocol is realistic and workable
and whether the study props were enough to complete the studies. Pre-tests were run as if they
were the final study; participants completed the ethics process, and the researcher conducted the
study as if the results were going to be used for the final report. However, during the pilot study,
the researcher noted how the study was going, noting challenges and how participants engaged
with the props. At the end of each session, the participants were asked how they found the study,
what they struggled with and what they would remove from the study.

As a result of the pilot study, we removed some data types because participants suggested they
would not usually have such data in the cloud and felt similar to other data types we already
had. In the end, we removed 12 data types. Some data types were removed to reduce the time to
complete PAR1 and PAR2 tasks. Initially, we did not provide participants with deletion types, but
we discovered that without deletion types, participants only decided on two options, to delete and
not to delete. Consequently, this did not provide any variation on how they would delete their data.
However, after introducing deletion types in the second session, we noticed differences in how
they wanted data to be deleted. This also led to rich discussions about deletion types. Moreover,
we initially had one break between PAR1 and PAR2. However, after the first pre-test, we allowed
participants to take breaks after each session if they wanted to. Data collected during the pilot
studies was not used in the final results.

Analysis
After transcribing all the audio and photos, we performed qualitative analysis—a thematic theory
approach. To generate a codebook, a lead researcher independently coded all the data from the
first group. The first stage of analysis involved the identification of various data classification from
photos from PAR1 using the open coding technique [9, 16]. This first focused on the individual
sorting then the group sorting. The lead researcher recorded the characteristics of each group and
classified similar groups since they had overlapping features. For example, groups that participants
labeled personal, private, important were grouped together because they overlapped. Then, the
PAR 1 section of the transcripts was coded, mainly to understand the groups’ reasons, which
helped inform the decision behind grouping certain groups together. This process led to the first
codebook. After identifying the high-level groups, the second researcher analyzed the same photos
and transcripts to confirm whether they agreed with the first coder. The two researchers then
discussed the codebook, especially the high-level groups identified from the data.

The lead researcher then coded the second and third PARs, following the same process with the
second coder confirming and discussing the codebook. The only difference in analyzing PAR2 and
PAR3 was that we used closed coding [9, 16]. Initial codes for PAR2 and PAR3 were the categories
we used in the activities. For example, PAR2 categories were the four deletion types we used in
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the deletion activity. After compiling a codebook, two researchers independently coded the rest
of the scripts from the remaining groups using a single codebook. The Cohen’s Kappa coefficient
agreement was found to be 0.72, showing a high degree of agreement between the two researchers.
After the independent step, the two researchers collaborated to refine the disputed codes which
resulted in disagreements. We found that this was due to researchers interpreting some codes
differently, so the codebook was refined to clarify them. After the initial coding was complete,
further analysis revealed themes and categories about users’ deletion preferences.

After coding the first two sessions, we did not see any variationwithin the groups that participants
generated in PAR1. In some cases, the contents of the grouping would have more data types or
different data types, but the definition of the groups by the participants remained the same. However,
we continued with the rest of the group session to confirm whether we had reached saturation
point.

5 PAR1 – DATA SORTING

Data types
Medical report/ information Music videos Old birthday video Children photos (Family)
Rifle licence Honeymoon photos Genetic information Facebook downloaded data
Immigration documents WhatsApp backup Family photos Research data
Personal information Meme videos Job application letter 4MB video clip
Biometric data Meme images Legal documents Business contracts
Passport copy 3GB wildlife video E-books Friends photos
Old bank statements Pet care information

Table 2. List of data types used in the data sorting activity.

Activity Design
To explore the deletion preferences, we developed a sorting task which required participants to
sort various types of data (e.g., meme videos, passport copies) individually and as a group. We
adopted a free-sorting technique and asked participants to categorize given data types according
to how they perceive them so that similar data types are gathered together. The categories were
not predetermined so participants could create as many groups as they find fit. There were 26 data
types in total, selected from various research work and online sources [15, 18, 27, 40, 64]. We listed
the suggested data types from all our sources then generated more data types like those indicated in
the listed sources. Based on this list, we then discussed which data types to include or exclude from
our study. These were data types that users were familiar with, particularly around the context of
cloud usage. We wanted a list of data types that covered most aspects of an individual’s life and
may pose privacy reasons for participants if not handled well. Table 2 shows the list of all data used
in our study. The purpose of this task was to visualize and identify participants’ intuitive categories
and investigate whether these categories would have any influence on their deletion preferences.
On average, this activity took each participant 5 min and around 13 min when part of a group.

PAR1 – Findings
Following open coding, we identified three themes which show how participants categorised cloud
data.

We found that people classify data differently—they create various groups, sometimes overlapping.
Participants frequently categorised data according to sensitivity, utility, content, and use. Common
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groups included: sensitive, personal, important, less important and less sensitive, miscellaneous,
and sensitive and important. Some participants highlighted that important data is the data that they
consider useful (utility), hard to get, and do not want to lose while sensitive or personal data is the
data they consider private and can be used by others to identify them. For consistency purposes, we
grouped similar groups and recorded them as a single group. As a result, we ended up with three
groups: important and sensitive, less important and less sensitive, and important but less sensitive.

Important and sensitive: This group contained data that participants described as private,
personal and they did not want to share it with unknown or unauthorised people.
Less important and less sensitive: This consisted of data that participants considered less
useful, easy to reproduce and less private.
Important but less sensitive: This group contained data that participants considered useful
and hard to reproduce but were happy about other people knowing about it.

Data Types/Files
Unimportant & 

less sensitive
Important but 
less sensitive

Important & 
sensitive

Unimportant & 
less sensitive

Important but 
less sensitive

Important & 
Sensitive

Medical report 0 2 18 0 0 4
Rifle licence 5 7 8 0 1 3
Immigration documents 1 2 17 0 1 3
Personal infromation 1 1 18 0 0 4
Biometric data 1 0 19 0 0 4
Passport copy 3 3 14 0 2 2
Old bank statements 4 0 16 0 0 4
Business contracts 0 7 13 0 1 3
Music videos 20 0 0 4 0 0
Honeymoon photos 3 7 10 0 0 4
WhatsApp backup 10 0 10 2 0 2
Meme videos 19 0 1 4 0 0
Meme images 19 0 1 4 0 0
3GB Wildlife video 19 0 1 4 0 0
Children photos (Family) 1 7 12 0 1 3
Friends photos 4 7 9 0 4 0
Facebook downloaded data 14 1 5 2 0 2
Old birthday video 6 9 5 0 2 2
Genetic information 0 2 18 0 0 4
Family photos 3 7 10 0 0 4
Job application letter 6 2 12 0 1 3
Legal documents 0 4 16 0 0 4
E-books 16 4 0 4 0 0
Pet care information 8 9 3 4 0 0
4MB video clip 17 2 1 4 0 0
Research data 2 13 5 0 3 1

Group SortingIndividual sorting

Table 3. A heat map summarising the results of the individual and group sorting tasks. Each cell reports how
individuals and groups perceived each data type. Color code: Red represents more individuals/groups while
green represents less numbers.

We observed some differences in the data sorting activity between individuals and groups. The
results of our sorting activity are shown in Table 3. We discuss these differences below.

Individual sorting. Individually, participants generally classified data into four to five groups.
These most common groups were personal, sensitive and important, not important, miscellaneous
and work. Other groups were named entertainment, family and less sensitive and less important.
Similar groups (according to their description or properties) were joined together, and we found
that participants had fewer data types categorised as important but less sensitive. The important
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and sensitive group included data that was about them (e.g., copy of a passport) or data related
to their families (e.g., family photos). Data types perceived to be less important and less sensitive
included music videos and Facebook downloaded data 1.

Group sorting. In group settings, participants categorized data into three or four groups. The
groups were fewer in number and contained more data types. After grouping these collections
into our three broad groups, the less important and less sensitive group had fewer items while the
important and sensitive group had the most items. Some data types were split between the two
groups. For example, two groups classified WhatsApp data as unimportant and less sensitive, while
the other two categorized it as Important and Sensitive. When referring to photos, P5 noted:

“This is about family, private things. Like children’s photos.” P5 Group B
P8 stated that meme videos and images were more suitable under unimportant data:

“I would have these under entertainment, something like that. This is not important...” P8
Group C

Individual vs Group context. Comparing the sorting between the individuals and groups, the
number of data types classified as Important and Sensitive increased in the group sorting than it was
during individual sorting. Furthermore, most data types classified as important but less sensitive
during individual sorting ended up in important and sensitive in group settings. We posit that the
differences in the results may be because, in group settings, participants discussed different risks
concerning each type of data which may have influenced their choice. For instance, participants
discussed different threats that could affect disputed data types or how such data can merely be
misused (e.g., data being used to impersonate the owner).

“People can impersonate you, something like that. I can use [business contracts], I can
claim to be you...” P16 Group D

These discussions may have impacted individual users’ perception of some data because all
the data types which were discussed in this manner were generally moved to the sensitive and
important group. For instance, during individual data sorting task, some group A participants
classified WhatsApp backup data as not important and less sensitive but during group sorting
where the risk was discussed participants agreed that such data should be classified as sensitive
and important because WhatsApp data may contain personal and private information.

“Do you know they backup everything... WhatsApp backup would contain a lot things
I assume... messages, pictures, am not sure... maybe contacts. You don’t want people to
know that... I would say private.” P18 Group A

We discuss the implications of this finding further in the discussion section.

6 PAR2 – DELETION METAPHOR
Activity design
To help elicit cloud deletion preferences, we developed a garbage collection metaphor. Using
metaphors is a well-known HCI technique to help users think about digital objects as they would
think about real-world objects so as to increase their familiarity with them [6, 10]. We also used our
metaphor to minimize participants introducing their own metaphors to the study which may lead
to inconclusive results. We learnt from our previous study [54] that users can possess incomplete
or incorrect mental models of cloud deletion. This PAR was divided in two parts.
The first part of this activity focused on household waste management. Using an A3 paper,

we presented a diagram of a house and five empty boxes depicting different ways of managing
1After Cambridge Analytica scandal [32] Facebook allowed their users to download all the data they have shared on the
network. https://www.facebook.com/help/212802592074644
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(a) Participants completing the metaphor task

Assumptions
• Complete and Permanent

• Instant

• No recovery

Recycle bin

Fireplace

Shredder

• Almost Complete (Not visible)

• Recoverable

• Instant

• Reco ve rab le fo r a 
limited time then gets 
completely deleted.


• Complete deletion is 
delayed 

• Recoverable

Cloud data

• Shared folder - family

(b) Shared folder scenario

Fig. 3. Tasks: (a) Before completing the deletion preferences task, a metaphor task was used to help users
appreciate cloud deletion — users exploring different ways of managing waste, and (b) During the deletion
preferences task, users classified how they would delete data from a shared folder.

household waste. The five boxes had a picture of a fireplace, shredder, green bin, grey bin, and
compost bin. Each box had a description of what the box represents, and a list of properties
associated with the represented method of waste management. We then created eight (8) labels
representing household waste. These included: old bank statement, confidential letter, Fizzy or Soda
can, newspaper, milk carton, rotten apples, candy wrappers, and old working computer keyboard.
The task was for participants to place each type of waste on the appropriate box (bin). We chose
garbage metaphor because it somehow depicted deletion, i.e., disposal of unwanted material with
which most participants are familiar. Using this metaphor also helped us further build rapport.
Fig. 3a shows participants completing the metaphor task.
In the second part, we tailored our metaphor and used its main concepts to design a deletion

preference activity which required participants to sort out how they would delete cloud data. Rather
than boxes depicting different bins, the boxes now depicted different four(4) types of deletion and
their properties.
We considered the four main types of deletion or deletion properties according to previous

literature [53, 57] and named them for easy understanding.

Complete deletion — deletion that removes all copies of data permanently from the cloud,
Soft deletion or partial deletion — nominal deletion where some parts of the deleted data
can still be recovered,
Camouflage deletion— deletion that removes data from the users’ locality but not removed
and can always be recovered, and
Trash can deletion — deletion that allows recovery for some time before data is completely
erased.
Not delete — this where an individual does not want to delete.

For this task, we had twenty-eight data labels (from the data sorting task) for participants to use
for the deletion task. Each group was required to categorize how they would want such data to be
deleted under two different conditions; (1) when deleting from a personal account, and (2) deleting
from shared folders.
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PAR 2 – Findings
After open coding (explained in Section 4), we proceeded to identify themes and relationships
between our data, especially those that explained users’ deletion preferences. We identified four
themes that explained their desires and needs regarding deletion in the cloud. We further compared
these preferences to the results from the data sorting task and found that deletion preferences (or
needs) are not always aligned with how participants perceive data. Participants’ deletion preferences
are multi-dimensional, different and not consistent within individual and social contexts.

Data Complete Deletion Soft Deletion Camouflage Deletion Trashcan Deletion Not to delete

Medical report/information A, B, C D
Riffle licence A, B, C D
Immigration Documents A, B C D
Personal information A, B C D
Biometric data A, B, D C
Passport copy A, B, C D
Old bank statements A, B, D C
Business contracts A, B C D
Music videos C, D A B
Honeymoon photos A B C, D
WhatsApp backup A B, C D
Meme videos C, D A B
Meme images C, D A B
3GB Wildlife video B, C, D A
Children photos A B D C
OS installation file C, D A, B
Friends photos A B D C
Facebook downloaded data A, C, D B
Old birthday video A, B C, D
Genetic information A, B, C D
Family photos B A, D C
Application letter B A C, D
Legal documents A, B C D
E-book (pdfs) C A B D
Pet care information C, D A B
4 MB video clip C, D A B
Research information A B, C D

Table 4. Summary: Data deletion preferences for deleting from an individual account by each group.

Individual contexts.
Comparing the deletion preferences to the data sorting activity, we found that individuals’ prefer-
ences are often not aligned with how they classify or perceive data. Individuals may desire a deletion
type that may not necessarily be a conventional way to delete certain data types. For instance,
data classified as personal or private may not necessarily be disposed of by a deletion type that
destroys it completely and instantly to prevent it from falling into the wrong hands or being abused.
Deletion preferences are not fixed to any particular group of data. Participants explained that data
types could not be tied to a specific type of deletion because deletion needs (requirements) are
different and constantly changing. For instance, Group C and D preferred Complete and Permanent
deletion when deleting data perceived as unimportant and less sensitive, arguing that such data is
unnecessary and might not be needed in the future. However, in some cases, Group C did not opt
for complete and permanent deletion for the same data. Table 4 shows the deletion preferences of
deleting various data types from an individual cloud account for all the groups.
Within individual contexts, participants deletion preferences vary and depend on various

factors. During the preference tasks, participants expressed distinct deletion preferences. We found
that participants’ deletion needs concerning a particular group of data or individual data types
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vary. We observed that these preferences were different even when the group had discussed and
agreed on the risks or how to classify a particular data type, each group would argue for a different
type of deletion. For instance, during the sorting task all the groups classified photos belonging to
a friend as important but less sensitive, however, during the deletion preferences task, each group
decided to have this type of data deleted differently.

“Friend’s photo can be very important. I say lets keep it unless we have another copy. ” P9
Group C
“Think about this, why would I have my mate’s private photo. I know it’s not private, but
I am sure it would be something funny. I would delete it just so I can always get it back...”
P10 Group D

During coding, we also found suggestions that deletion preferences within individual con-
texts change over time. Changes in participants’ lives or how they use the cloud may impact
their deletion preferences. We found evidence that when cloud usage, file utility, social life, storage
needs, and privacy needs changes, participants’ preferences may also change.

Cloud usage.We found that when cloud users change their use of the cloud, it may also change
how they want data to be deleted. Some cloud accounts start as personal but may end up being
used for other purposes, such as storing work-related data. Participants then mentioned that this,
in many cases, changes how they would want the cloud provider to delete their data.

“I used to work as a photographer. I never deleted anything. Now, I just delete.” P4 Group
A

File utility.We also found that when the value or utility of the file changes, its deletion needs may
also change. For instance, at the time of the study, a PhD student from Group C (P3) explained that
they could not delete their research data. However, after ten years, their university policy requires
complete and permanent deletion of such data if it is no longer in use. They also highlighted that
after a certain period has elapsed, the data may not have the same value as before, prompting a
different type of deletion. For instance, honeymoon photos may have a different value after divorce.

“I would never completely delete [research data]. The university can delete it. We are not
allowed to delete data before 10 years unless its special data.” P3 Group C

Storage size and needs. Some users’ preferences change when they need more storage, especially
for those that use services that count deleted items as part of user’s storage quota. Participants
stated that when deleting from such services, one may prefer complete deletion than soft deletion
which may leave such data as part of the account.

“it depends on the service provider, if they treat recycle bin as separate space then I can
choose trash can. In not, I am completely deleting it.” P18 Group A

Privacy needs. Other participants stressed that as their privacy needs change or when data
becomes irrelevant, their deletion preferences for such data also changes. For instance, when
private or personal information change, they may no longer be required to entirely or permanently
delete files containing such information.

“We need to knowwhy we are deleting first. We will always have different results depending
on context. If today I have cancer, I want to keep that to myself, permanently delete.
Tomorrow, I am well and I don’t care who knows about [it]. ” P2 Group B

We also found that deletion preferences are complex and multi-dimensional in nature;
they depend on different factors including the reason for deletion, file sensitivity, file utility and
size.
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Reasons for deletion. Participants noted that the reason why they want to delete a file plays a
vital role in the type of deletion they would prefer. For instance, when deleting to prevent others
from seeing or having access to a file, (e.g., health-related data) participants desired a deletion
process that is instant, complete and allows no recovery. However, one group argued that medical
reports, unlike genetic information, might require recovery as past medical conditions may not be
reproducible while genetic information can be obtained all the time.

“How much will I pay to get this info; I will keep it [genetic info] if it is expensive, maybe...
again it never changes. If its cheap, I will permanently delete it.” P12 Group D

When the reason for deletion is to tidy the account (e.g., deleting memes and music videos which
they do not consider important or sensitive), they prefer a quicker method (i.e., soft deletion), citing
that completeness in such a case is not essential. Despite this reason, some participants stated that
non-essential data might require complete deletion since that data may not be necessary for the
future.

“This is permanent deletion, why would you keep this. Unless they are the videos you
made. I will never need this.” P7 Group B

Concerning space, participants preferred soft deletion when the deleted files do not count towards
the storage quota but complete deletion when they count.

“I didnt know deleted folder can count. Maybe thats why I used to buy storage all the time.”
P19 Group B
“There is no point to do trash can, if it is not freeing your storage.” P18 Group A

File sensitivity.We also found that file sensitivity affects the type of deletion participants may
desire to choose. When participants considered a file to be sensitive or private, they highlighted
the need for complete deletion, but when it is not, they preferred other types of deletion. Group A
emphasized complete deletion for most data because they could not always trust that the cloud
provider is not malicious.

“Its immigration documents, where do I put them. If someone can recover them, you are in
trouble. This is the cloud; I prefer to immediately remove it completely.” P13 Group B
“If applying for visa extension, am concerned that this [data] can be stolen but I need this
readily available. But after I get my visa, I may want to delete [it] quickly” P3 Group C
“I remember stories about DropBox. Deleted files came back... it shows they dont delete.
permanent deletion for me, please.” P16 Group D

File utility. Participants also discussed how the importance and purpose of a file might influence
how it is deleted. We found that participants generally do not favor deleting files they consider
useful, especially those they cannot easily reproduce. Nevertheless, if they do so, they would prefer
soft deletion so they can always recover such files. During the deletion activity, we observed that
groups preferred not deleting data that held fond memories, such as honeymoon photos and old-day
birthday videos.

“Birthday videos are great. My mom would be mad at us for deleting them. I would only
delete them if I have a copy somewhere. ” P7 Group B

File size. Some deletion preferences may be influenced by the size of the file that is being deleted.
However, not on its own, but with other factors discussed earlier in this section. Smaller files
merited soft deletion over complete deletion, particularly when the file does not contain sensitive
content or the reason for deleting is not to create free space. Groups B, C, D preferred complete
deletion for a 3GB random wildlife video.

“Its big, random. Why keep it? I would completely delete it.” P8 Group C
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Deletion interface. Participants highlighted that sometimes their choice of deletion might be
influenced by the device they use to access the cloud. They argued that some interfaces provide
better usability, influencing their deletion choice. For instance, Group B and C argued that they
would mostly want complete deletion if they are using a sync folder in the computer or a computer
browser than when using a mobile application. Some participants reasoned that it is easier and
effortless to identify mistakes and recover files using web browsers or sync folders than mobile
applications.

“Have you ever tried to delete from your phone. iPhone used to be so small. I would
permanently delete useless things which don’t matter. If its works [related], maybe not.”
P20 Group C

Data Complete Deletion Soft Deletion Camouflage Deletion Trashcan Deletion Not to delete

Medical report/information A, B C,D
Riffle licence A, B, C D
Immigration Documents B A, C, D
Personal information A, B C, D
Biometric data A, B, D C
Passport copy B A, C, D
Old bank statements A, B, C, D
Business contracts A, C B, D
Music videos C, D A, B
Honeymoon photos B A, C, D
WhatsApp backup A, B, C, D
Meme videos C, D A, B
Meme images C, D A, B
3GB Wildlife video C, D A, B
Children photos A, B, C, D
OS installation file A, B, C, D
Friends photos A, B, C, D
Facebook downloaded data A, B, C, D
Old birthday video A, B, C, D
Genetic information A, B, D C
Family photos A, B, C, D
Application letter A, B C, D
Legal documents A, B C, D
E-book (pdfs) A, C, D
Pet care information A, B, C, D
4 MB video clip C, D A, B
Research information A, B, C, D

Table 5. Summary: Data deletion preferences for deleting from a family shared folder.

Social context.
Regarding social context or deleting from shared folders, we found that despite data classification
groups, participants preferred soft deletion or not to delete files than complete deletion. We also
found that, unlike in individual contexts, where preferences vary a lot, in a social context, preferences
differ but are highly dependent on the situation. Participants’ choices mostly fluctuated between
not deleting, camouflage deletion (i.e., always recoverable) and soft deletion. Table 5 shows the
deletion preferences of deleting various data types from a family shared folder for all the groups.
Participants’ deletion preferences over shared folders also change over time. However,

we found that their deletion preferences are influenced by the type of relationship between shared
folder members, social life, the total number of users involved, authorship status and perceived
trust.

Type of relationship. Participants highlighted that their choice of deletion in a shared folder might
be influenced by how the shared folder members are associated. They prefer deletion that allows
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recovery when it concerns close relationships such as family members. Participants explained that
such groups usually include non-tech savvy users who may accidentally delete useful files thus
the need for a non-destructible method of deletion. One participant stated that without the option
to recover deleted data in the family shared folders, some family members might delete photos of
themselves (e.g., when there were children) which they deem embarrassing and such memories
may be lost forever.

“My brother would permanently delete everything. He doesn’t like his old pictures. With
family, I would say I want to recover every time.” P7 Group B

Regarding shared folders among work colleagues, participants preferred not to delete because
some members of the group may still be using the concerned data. However, when all group
members have authorized the deletion, they preferred complete deletion with no recovery.

“It happened at work recently. They deleted everything and our manager was not happy.
We were lucky we could still recover them.” P14 Group C

Social life. Participants also highlighted that when their offline life or relationships change, they
may change how they would delete certain files. When their offline social links become weaker,
they may desire more destructible type of deletion than when they are stronger. Some participants
stated that when they exit a shared folder, they may want to completely delete some of the data
they contributed to that shared folder.

“My group went to the lecturer and said I didn’t do anything. I changed groups and went
into our shared folder and deleted everything. I would want permanent deletion for that. ”
P17 Group A

Number of members. We also found that deletion preferences are also affected by the number of
people sharing a folder. When fewer people (e.g., 5 or less) share a folder, they sometimes prefer
complete deletion; however, when the number is more significant, they prefer deletion that allows
recovery. Participants reported that it is usually easier to get permission to delete data from a
smaller number of participants than a larger one. They explained that they prefer deletion types
that allow recovery for larger groups because they can quickly recover files if other group members
complain.

“If you delete something, maybe you should have everyone in the shared folder agree.
Imagine twelve people. Two is easy. If there are two many people. You just delete to hide it
from everyone. if they realize, you bring it back.” P18 Group A
“Communication is important. If everyone agrees then why not [delete permanently]. It
works well with few people.” P3 Group C

Creators and authorship.We also discovered that participants consider who created the shared
folder or uploaded/created files before deciding how they can be deleted. All the groups agreed that
they would easily consider complete deletion for the file or data they uploaded to a shared folder.
However, regarding data they did not create or upload, they would prefer deletion types that allow
recovery. This suggests that when participants are confident about the data they are deleting, they
prefer complete deletion. However, when not certain, prefer to have a recovery option.

“If I uploaded it. I can easily delete it. If its permanent, I can always upload it again.” P17
Group A

Trust. Our last theme discusses trust, that a member of a shared folder has the technical skills
to delete without mistakes (confidence in the ability of others) and trust that people have on
others (interpersonal trust). We found that for shared folders where some members are not trusted
to have enough technical skills, deletion that allows recovery was the most preferred type of
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deletion. However, when members are trusted, complete deletion is allowed particularly for fixing
mistakes such as deleting data uploaded by mistake. Regarding interpersonal trust, our coding
suggests that when the interpersonal trust is high (e.g., a couple sharing a folder), participants are
comfortable with complete deletion. We also found there are instances where both forms of trust
are considered; for example, tech-savvy partners are more often trusted with a complete deletion
that non-tech-savvy ones.

“Our holiday folder is no delete folder. I would say no delete or deletion which I can recover.”
P6 Group D

Deletion Concepts

Accountability Who has access to deleted data in the cloud
Who has access to all data stored in the cloud

Backend, Anonymisation What happens to deleted data

Backend

How data is deleted
How is data stored in the cloud
How much storage size is left
The extent of data deletion (e.g., Complete deletion, Soft deletion)
The location where data is stored
The number of copies of data stored in the cloud
What happens when a user deletes their cloud account
How copies of data created by the provider are deleted.

Shared Folders

How data is deleted from a shared folder
How shared folders work
In whose account does data in shared folders reside
How deletion from shared folders works (e.g., who has the right to delete)

Time

The time it takes the provider to completely delete from the recycle bin
The time it takes to completely delete data from the cloud
The time it takes for all copies of data to be deleted from the cloud
The time it takes to completely delete a cloud account

User Interface
How data is deleted from a web interface
How data is deleted from a “sync folder” or “cloud folder” in my computer
How data is deleted from the cloud using a smartphone

Data Recovery Data recovery after data has been deleted from ‘deleted folder’ or ‘trash can’

Table 6. Summary: Deletion concepts considered and used in the study.

7 PAR3 – INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS
Activity design
This activity focused on information about the deletion. We created twenty-three (23) labels
containing information related to the cloud and deletion. This information covered deletion concepts
suggested important by prior research [44] such as time, shared folders, copies, back-end and user
interface (UI). Table 6 shows the list of the information used in our study. Participants were asked
to categorize these in three ways: (1) the order of importance with regards to deletion, (2) the point
(time) when they would prefer to see the information, and (3) where they would expect or prefer to
find that information (channel). However, unlike the data sorting activity (PAR1) where categories
were not given, in this task, categories were given to the participants beforehand. The categories
were given to simplify and reduce task time. Despite being given categories, participants were
encouraged to add more categories they considered applicable.
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Who has access to deleted data in the cloud 4 0 0 3 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0
Who has access to all data stored in the cloud 4 0 0 4 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1
What happens to deleted data 2 0 2 4 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 0
How data is deleted 2 2 0 3 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0
How is data stored in the cloud 0 0 4 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0
How much storage size is left 2 0 2 1 2 1 0 0 2 0 0 2
The extent of data deletion 3 1 0 3 2 0 3 0 2 0 0 0
The location where data is stored 2 1 1 3 1 0 2 1 0 1 0 0
The number of copies of data stored in the cloud 0 2 2 3 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 1
What happens when a user deletes their cloud account 2 2 0 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 2 0
How copies of data created by the provider are deleted 1 2 1 3 1 0 1 3 0 0 0 0
How data is deleted from a shared folder 3 1 0 4 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 0
How shared folders work 2 2 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 0
In whose account does data in shared folders reside 1 2 1 4 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0
How deletion from shared folders works (e.g., who can delete) 4 0 0 2 3 0 3 0 1 0 0 0
The time it takes the provider to completely delete from the recycle bin 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 1 3 0 0 0
The time it takes to completely delete data from the cloud 3 1 0 3 0 1 1 0 3 0 0 0
The time it takes for all copies of data to be deleted from the cloud 2 2 0 2 0 2 1 2 0 0 1 0
The time it takes to completely delete a cloud account 0 4 0 3 0 1 2 1 1 0 0 0
How data is deleted from a web interface 1 3 0 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0
How data is deleted from a "sync folder" in my computer 1 2 1 4 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 0
How data is deleted from the cloud using a smartphone 1 3 0 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0
Data recovery after data has been deleted from "deleted folder" 3 1 0 1 3 0 0 2 1 0 2 0

Importance Time Channel of Communication

Table 7. Deletion information preferences. In some instance, participants desired to have certain information
before signing up or before deleting and during deletion. Regarding channel of communication, there were
some cases where participants desired to have information made available through several channels.

Regarding importance, we gave participants three categories: the most important info, less
important information and neutral group. Regarding Time, they could choose between Before
signing up or deleting, During usage or deletion and After deletion. And lastly, with regards to
communication channels, participants could choose from Privacy Policies, Blog pages, Interactive
Dialogs, Adverts, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs). We chose these channels because they are
mostly used to distribute information about cloud services.
To ensure common ground for deletion concepts, the lead researcher allowed participants to

familiarise themselves with concepts and explained them to participants, especially those that
confused them. For example, some participants were not familiar with the “sync folder.”

PAR3 – Findings
We first present the results of PAR3 in Table 7. We show how participants categorized data with
regards to importance, time and channel of communication. Table 8 discusses and summarizes
these categorizations. We conclude this section by presenting the lessons learnt from this activity.

Following PAR3 and open coding (described in detail in Section 4), we learnt that

• information about deletion is less visible,
• while deleting or when considering deletion, users prefer to have relevant information that
will inform their decisions,

• presenting users with information at the right time will inform users’ decisions better,
• the channel of communication is essential. Important information should be made available
in different places, and

• essential information should not be limited to privacy policies.
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Deletion Concept Importance Time Channel

Accountability Participants considered info about who
has access to their deleted data critical.

They prefer to know this information be-
fore using the cloud. In some cases, they
preferred this info after they have deleted
their data.

They mostly expect this information to be
in privacy policies.

Anonymisation
Backend Participants had a divided opinion over

the importance of knowing what hap-
pens to deleted data. Some participants
considered it critical while others said it
was not.

They preferred having this knowledge
before using or deleting from the cloud.

Participants expect to be able to have access
to this info through privacy policies, blog
pages and interactive dialogs.

Backend All the groups perceived info about how
data is stored not essential. However,
theymostly perceive backend info impor-
tant if not critical with regards to dele-
tion.

They generally want to know this info
before using the cloud or attempting
to delete. Some argued that they would
want to knowmuch storage is left and the
extent of deletion while deleting or after
deleting.

They prefer this info to be shared through
privacy policies, blog pages and interactive
dialogs. Participants stated they would ex-
pect info about the extent of deletion in pri-
vacy policies and interactive dialogs. Some
participants explained that info about the
deletion of copies of data should be made
available in blog pages. They also suggested
getting info about the amount of storage
left and the number of copies of data exist-
ing in the cloud to be fully communicated in
the account page or dashboard. One group
stated they would expect info about where
data is stored to be made available in adver-
tisements.

Shared folder Participants considered info about
shared folders to be critical, particularly,
how data is deleted from shared folders
and who can delete from a shared folder.
One group argued that info about whose
account shared data resided was not
critical to know compared to how data is
deleted from shared folders.

They prefer getting information about
deleting from shared folders before us-
ing the cloud or deleting. However, they
highlighted they would want to know
who can delete from shared folders while
using the cloud or when attempting to
delete.

Participants preferred having information
about shared folders in privacy policies,
blog pages, interactive pop-ups. For in-
stance, they would expect to know who
can delete through interactive dialogs when
attempting to delete. Furthermore, they
would also expect info about how data
is deleted from shared folders to be dis-
tributed through FAQs and blog pages.

Time Info about how long it takes to delete is
considered at very least important if not
critical to know. Participants mostly con-
sidered knowing the duration of deleting
data completely from the cloud critical.

Participants expressed that info concern-
ing duration shouldmostly bemade avail-
able before the sign up to use the cloud.
However, info about how long it will take
to delete all copies of data from the cloud
should be made available before and after
deleting.

Participants mostly expected info about
the duration to be found in Privacy poli-
cies when it is about completely deleting
an account and deleting a “sync” folder
from their local machine. However, they
mostly expect info about the duration to
be in blog pages, interactive dialogs and
FAQs. They did not expect any of this
info to be shared through their cloud dash-
board/account pages or adverts.

Recovery Participants perceive info about whether
they can recover data from the cloud to
be critical.

They expect to know this info while us-
ing the cloud or when they are deleting
data from the cloud. Some participants ar-
gued that such info is better known be-
fore signing up or attempting to delete.

Info about data recovery was mainly ex-
pected to be found in blogs and FAQs.

Table 8. Summary. Deletion information preferences with regards to deletion concepts.

Information about deletion is less visible
Activity 3 revealed that most participants were unaware of what information about cloud deletion
was available or where they could access it. For instance, during PAR3, many participants asked us
whether all information used in the study was indeed available. They reported not having seen
some of the information but expressed their desire to have access to such information. For example,
all the participants from one group debated whether cloud providers have information about data
recovery after deleting from a "trash can" or "deleted item" folder on their website. They mostly
agreed that such information is not available in the cloud. We also learned that most participants
generally assume that all important information about deletion will be found in privacy policies.

“These are the things I would never think of, this would be important for the company not
me. Anyway, this is probably in the privacy policy of Dropbox.” P6 Group D
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Users prefer precise and relevant information
Participants do not want to have all the information about deletion through one channel of
communication; they explained that having toomuch information in one place can be overwhelming
and may cause people not to be interested. We learnt that participants prefer only to be exposed
to information critical for decision making while using or deleting from the cloud. For instance,
information about how data is stored in the cloud was deemed not important, but all the groups
highlighted how deletion from shared folders works was very critical to know so they would expect
to have easy access to such information.

“People like you would love knowing this kind of things. I don’t really think its important
to me. I don’t care how it is stored. Can I get it when I want it yes... deletion maybe..
sometimes you want to know what happens when you delete something. ” P7 Group B
“For its like... can I recover this file. If yes, great. Google should get me to that information
easily.” P15 Group D
“People should care about this and how to delete from shared folders. Everything down
there is okay in my opinion.” P18 Group A

Presenting information at the right time informs users’ decisions
Participants prefer to have the information they consider critical or important presented to them
before signing up for cloud services or before attempting to delete it. They preferred knowing
information that concerns ‘how’ and ‘who’ handles data before they sign up for a service (e.g.,
information about who has access to all data stored in the cloud). Participants also highlighted that
they need to be informed about the status of the system after they have deleted it. We also learned
that most participants prefer knowing how long it will take for copies of data to be deleted after
they have requested deletion.

“yes, it may influence my decision to sign up. You don’t want to sign up, then later find
that I cannot delete my data. But, again, I don’t do really do this when I want to register
[to a cloud service], it’s too much [information].” P18 Group A
“In Mac[OS] after you install something, they ask you if you want to keep a file, I always
delete it. Thats cool because I need that information then” P2 Group B
“You don’t want to delete and then be asked if you are sure the following day. I would
panic. Information should just be there at the right time.” P6 Group D

Importance and channel of communication
We learnt that participants generally prefer to have most of the information they consider critical
in privacy policies, though, this is contextual. However, unlike our previous study [54] where
participants mentioned the desire to find some information in adverts, in this study advertisements
were least preferred for sharing information. We also found that information considered least
important may also be preferred in privacy policies and interactive dialogs.

“This is the kind of information you find in privacy policies. Lets put it under there. Imagine
seeing this on your screen. Its overwhelming...” P19 Group B

Beyond privacy policies
While privacy policies usually have information about deletion, and participants expected most of
the info to be in privacy policies, we learnt that users do not always want to have all the information
about deletion in the privacy policies (See Table 7). Our activity revealed that users occasionally
prefer to have some information made available through some channels such as provider’s blog
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posts, account dashboard, adverts, FAQs, and interactive dialogs. We learnt that participants often
expect technical information (i.e., info about how data deletion is achieved or completed) in blogs
and FAQs. For example, all the participants highlighted that information about how to delete using
the web interface or mobile application should be made available in FAQs and blogs. We also
learnt that information about ‘who’ and ‘what’ is expected to be found in privacy policies while
information about duration is expected to be instant and be made available through interactive
dialogs, blogs and FAQs.

“I know we put this under privacy policies. But I don’t read them. Sometimes, you want
this kind of information somewhere nice. A short blog explaining what happens to deleted
data would be useful.” P13 Group B

8 DISCUSSION
Our study revealed various insights concerning cloud deletion and information preferences. In this
section, we review our activities and discuss the implication of our findings regarding deletion
mechanisms with respect to deleting in individual and social settings. We conclude this section by
further informing policy around cloud deletion.

8.1 Data Sorting Activity
Our data sorting (or data perception) task showed that data sensitivity varies and depends on
individuals’ and groups’ understanding of risk pertaining to the concerned data. This compliments
prior works [40, 60]. This finding further re-establishes that users’ perception (including evaluation
of risk) of data is subjective, particularly narrow in individual settings than groups. Somehow
this is expected; groups discuss risk better. However, it does highlight the possibilities of users’
underestimation of risk leading to data being deleted in a manner that leaves it vulnerable or
damaging consequences.
The sorting task also suggests that data utility may be as valuable to users as sensitivity when

choosing how data should be treated. This is not to say there is a trade-off between the two, but
rather it is considered important as sensitivity. From our study, data considered important tend
to influence group composition or properties. Participants grouped these data types despite some
having varied perceived sensitivity. It may be interesting to investigate how much data utility
influences perceived sensitivity or whether the two are mutually exclusive.

Our findings also revealed that risk was not the only aspect that influenced sorting; some groups
discussed content, context, and other groups touched on the element of trust and safety. For
example, all groups classified honeymoon photos as "important and sensitive." However, in some
cases, participants mentioned it was not that the data was "important" utility-wise but because
they aimed to protect the dignity of what the photo might contain. Concerning children’s photos,
some participants argued that while the photos themselves might be of value to them, they may
not contain sensitive content. However, they are protecting the safety of children. Participants also
discussed the element of trust during friends’ photos. All the groups agreed that friends’ photos
were likely to contain common content between them and their friends; therefore, they may be
important only in terms of "value," which may include an emotional attachment. Some participants
mentioned that their friends would trust that they would keep such data safe.
Moreover, during group sorting, we also learned that data types were more likely to be moved

from other groups to “important and sensitive” group than vice versa. While discussing such data,
participants who had initially categorized data in a different way were more inclined to agree to
have the data in important and sensitive than they initially thought. However, when discussing
Pet care information, participants who had initially classified this as sensitive or important data
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agreed to have it under unimportant and less sensitive. They mostly argued this information was
more about the animal’s health than them, though they know this information is linked to them.
Prior studies [55, 71, 72] on Pet wearable have found that pet owners do not always understand
that their pet wearable devices may also collect sensitive information about them.

8.2 Deletion preferences - How do users want to delete cloud data?
Users’ desire to delete data vary and is dependent on various factors. While existing literature [52,
69, 70] has mostly accepted that perceived high sensitivity drives the choice for the most destructible
deletion method, our findings suggest this is not held in some cases. In fact, deletion preferences
do not entirely rely on how data is perceived or categorized. For instance, data perceived as not
sensitive may warrant a destructible method of deletion. This suggests that the choice of deletion
in the cloud goes beyond sensitivity; it is multi-dimensional and depends on the context of deletion.
In individual contexts, deletion preferences are complex, diverse, and change over time as users’
lives change, while in social contexts, they seem to be dependent on relationships, trust, creators,
authorships, and their offline life situations. These differences suggest that users should be given
choices regarding how they may delete data in the cloud.

8.3 Deletion information - How do they want to be informed about deletion?
Our results suggest that users want to know more about deletion than how data is stored in the
cloud. This reaffirms our earlier study’s findings that users are interested in knowing what happens
to their data during deletion [54]. All the groups in our study only suggested that how data is stored
in the cloud was not critical to know, somehow highlighting that most of the information about
deletion is essential. Moreover, this discovery also supports the idea that users need to understand
the deletion concepts better to make informed decisions. We also learned that most participants
prefer knowing most information before deleting, sometimes even before signing up. This finding
supports our argument that the user’s choice of a service provider may depend on how the provider
deletes data or communicate about the deletion. Surprisingly, most participants preferred to have
most of the information about deletion in privacy policies despite a surplus of literature stating that
users do not read privacy policies. We posit this may stem from users mixing where they expect to
find information and where it should be placed. Nonetheless, our findings suggest that participants
consider deletion information essential to contribute to how service providers should handle their
data, or maybe participants searched for such information in privacy policies and could not find it.
However, this may also suggest that users do not know what information about deletion exists in
privacy policies; therefore, they make assumptions about where it should be.

8.4 Deletion Controls - Individual settings
Based on the results we obtained, we envision next-generation deletion controls with the following
properties:

Intelligent and Personalized. In comparison with sharing preferences [36, 46, 62], deletion prefer-
ences also dependent on various factors: file attributes, relationships between owners, and mental
models. We found that deletion preferences are not fixed; they change based on the context and time,
suggesting that deletion needs or requirements cannot be generalized. There is no one-size-fits-all
solution for meeting these preferences.

Our results also suggest that users sometimes prefer more than one type of deletion for particular
data depending on the context. For instance, users may choose complete deletion or soft deletion
over less essential and less sensitive data. This suggests that users do not only use one type
of deletion for certain data but may use a different type depending on the context. Thus, the
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complete deletion may not only be used for privacy purposes but also for destroying data they
deem unnecessary. Moreover, we found that participants do not always choose the destructive
method of deletion for data they consider private or confidential. We learnt that they also consider
how easy it is to get or reproduce the data. This suggests that deletion preferences are complicated
and do not always reflect users’ privacy concerns.
The findings above suggest that translating users’ deletion preferences into deletion controls

will be challenging because the preferences are many, different, and dependent on many factors.
There is a need for intelligent deletion controls that can adapt and accommodate different deletion
preferences. Designers may have to employ AI techniques (such as machine learning) to imple-
ment smart deletion controls that can actively assist users in their deletion tasks—for instance,
automatically clustering data types (as we observed people do themselves) with similar deletion
preferences. Previous studies [7, 26] show some promising results regarding data classification
concerning similarity, sensitivity, and usefulness. Cloud systems could automatically learn the
deletion preferences for particular data per-user basis and establish suitable deletion defaults.

Interface-aware. As people use different interfaces (i.e., web interfaces, mobile apps, and sync
folders) to access the cloud depending on their need, sharing audience, cost, and accessibility,
designers should account for these factors. This suggests that users may be willing to incur the cost
of setting their deletion preferences or switching devices to delete easily. Our previous work [54]
attests to this; users switch between devices to avoid facing some deletion challenges. Designers
should, therefore, consider whether one interface can contain all the necessary features required to
offer deletion preferences or whether some features may be excluded. For example, to minimize
effort when deleting through mobile devices, deletion mechanisms could be simplified to avoid
complexity and cost. However, for web interfaces, users may be presented with more detailed
controls.

Layered. Our results suggest that the level of detail of deletion preferences differ across users;
fine-grained controls may interest some users while others may find them demanding. We, therefore,
call on designers to develop deletion mechanisms that are layered; not only limited to fine-grained
deletion choices but also coarse-grained ones for users who may find them too demanding. Fine-
grained controls could focus on file properties and sharing context to account for costs and other
use cases like associating a deletion type with a particular device. Coarse-grained deletion controls
could include default settings that are easier to understand.

Retrospective. Our results suggest that deletion preferences may change over time. This suggests
that users may have specific requirements for deleting old data or data that have not been modified
for over a long period. As stated by prior work [25], users have an interest in managing old data;
therefore, deletion mechanisms should cater for the deletion of old data. Users could be given a
chance to define when data should be considered old and specify how it should be deleted. For
instance, users could be notified when data has become old and be requested to take action on how
it should be deleted.

8.5 Deletion controls - Social Contexts (Multi-party deletion mechanisms)
Multi-party issues are well understood in other domains like social media [56, 65–67] but are very
limited in cloud computing [76]. In this section, we discuss how multi-party deletion in the cloud
could be understood or improved.

Multiuser-aware. We found that participants refrained from deleting files they did not create or
author from shared folders. Designers should, therefore, consider implementing deletion controls
that take into account the multiuser nature of shared folders. For instance, members of a shared
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folder can agree beforehand which folders or files could be deleted. A file creator can specify
whether others can delete a file before and during upload. This may reduce conflicts that may arise
from deleting from shared folders or choosing the type of deletion (e.g., recoverable or not) to use.

Conflicts. Deleting from shared folders may cause conflicts as deletion preferences can be different
(or not align). The research could focus on understanding collaborative decision-making regarding
deletion and what conflicts could arise from shared folders. Also, investigate what mechanisms
could be implemented to reduce such conflicts. Current mechanisms allow uploaders to define
privacy settings (including deletion) of the content, but there is no support for other members of the
shared folder who may disagree or have different deletion preferences. Moreover, designers should
consider providing reactive approaches to enable users to deal with conflicts or re-establish deletion
rules or preferences. An intriguing endeavor would include investigating how group decisions
actually translate to the choice of deletion in practice.

Ownership. Due to varying deletion requirements that arose from deleting from social contexts
activity, we think ownership within shared folders may need to be defined. In a shared folder, one
may assume the uploader is the owner, therefore, has the right to determine how an item should
be deleted. However, there are cases where an item may be considered co-owned by others, e.g.,
photos. Understanding co-ownership is critical to design tools for managing deletion in the cloud.

Context aware mechanisms. This work and our previous work [54] did not investigate conflicts and
consequences of deleting from social contexts. It is not clear whether these preferences include
other people or if they considered others before deleting. Moreover, if they did, what they actually
considered. Context-aware mechanisms could be used to help users consider others before executing
their deletion preferences. Audience visualization could be employed to help users understand who
will be impacted by their deletion decision. This can reduce the chances of accidental deletions
(and conflicts) that may affect other people.

8.6 Deletion Information
Relevant information at the right time. Prior study [44] suggests that information about deletion
should cover at least six areas: back-end, time, backup, derived information, anonymization and
shared copies. While they do not suggest how and where such information could be presented
to users, our study suggests this information should not only be constrained to privacy policies
but be made available through other channels as well. Our results also suggest that sharing these
concepts at the right time may improve users’ understanding of deletion. For instance, explaining
the retention period (i.e., time) immediately after the user has just deleted may help them realize
that data is not entirely removed from the cloud. Similarly, users may also understand that the
deletion process may sometimes include anonymization before data is removed entirely from the
cloud.
Our previous work [54] suggested that users seek help (i.e., look for information on deletion)

in order to delete (i.e., accomplish a task). However, this study further confirms that users seek
information to delete only but not to improve their knowledge about the deletion. They only
search for information about deletion when they need it. Designers could, therefore, categorize
information about deletion into two groups: primary information and secondary information.
Primary information could contain information that is essential for deletion and is needed by
users to make confident decisions about deletion, while secondary information could focus on
information that is not contextualized but may be necessary for users. Our results suggest critical
information should be easily accessible, particularly during deletion, while other information could
be made available to users upon request or through other channels. Moreover, research should not
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only focus on improving privacy-related information on policies only but should investigate what
deletion information is relevant for privacy policies.

Deletion status and summaries. Our results highlighted the importance of giving users the status
of their deletion action; users want to know whether deletion completed successfully and what it
means with regards to deleted data. Designers could inform users about the effects of their deletion;
file moved to “deleted items folder” or how long it will take to remove the file from the cloud
completely. Moreover, deleted data could have a timer showing when it is going to be completely
removed from the deleted item folder. This would help users understand retention better; which
data is still recoverable, and which one is not. For those who delete for privacy reasons, they would
also get assurance that their data is removed from the cloud entirely.

Our results also suggest the need for deletion summaries. This feature would allow users to see
their deletion records and help them audit their accounts, hence allowing them to reverse their
decisions. For instance, through summaries, users may see which data has been deleted, how it
was deleted and whether it is recoverable. Users could set how frequently they want to receive
these reports or get them on-demand.

Limitations
One disadvantage of participatory action research is domination. It is possible that one or two
participants may have dominated the group and overruled others. This may have limited the ability
of others to freely express their views. To mitigate this, the researcher conducting the fieldwork
stepped in to the discussions and encouraged quiet group members to share their views.
This study was exploratory and mainly qualitative in nature. While the sample was varied and

roughly balanced across different demographic variables like gender, education and employment,
other variables like age were varied but less balanced (18-45). We encourage additional studies
with a larger and more diverse cloud user population, though getting older participants may be
challenging as they tend to engage less with new technologies [47]. Moreover, while four groups
with five participants are sufficient to create insightful discussions, it also limits the total range
of experiences. Five people may have fewer experiences than a group of ten [45]. Moreover, it is
also possible that in some cases, minority opinion can be one which may lead to the opinion being
discarded easily. We attempted to minimize this by having an odd number of participants per group
to create a chance of having a minority opinion of more than one. The hypothesis that we raised
over the preferences on deletion and information about deletion should be quantitatively tested in
a subsequent confirmatory study.
Moreover, despite explaining all the concepts to all the participants during each session, it is

possible that some concepts weremisunderstood or been interpreted differently. Our prior study [54]
showed that users have different understandings of cloud and cloud deletion. We attempted in
this study to create a shared understanding of all the concepts we used. However, we still posit
that some concepts may have been misunderstood or conflated, for example, camouflage deletion
and soft deletion or dashboard/UI and pop-up dialogs. We also noticed that during PAR3, some
groups ignored the dashboard/UI category. This category may have been ambiguous and confused
the participants. We also noticed this when analyzing advertisements; in our prior study [54],
participants expressed the lack of information about deletion on cloud storage advertisements.
However, during this study, only one group suggested that some information should be in the
advertisement. Future studies could clarify these discrepancies.
While participants expressed different preferences for deleting data from cloud-based storage,

it is possible that, in practice, they may not invest in such deletion preferences. Moreover, as our
study revealed, these preferences may change over time (not stable), suggesting that the deletion
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behavior or the choice of deletion may also change. Also, some participants mentioned that they
would not delete some of the data we presented to them, suggesting that users may not delete their
data despite the availability of deletion mechanisms/operations. This is highlighted by some studies
in digital hoarding, for example, Sweeten et al. [68]. Future studies should explore the differences
between the deletion preferences and the actual deletion behavior.

Lastly, during some exercises, few participants showed signs that might have led to task exhaus-
tion. To mitigate this and the negative impact this might have in the results—e.g., participants
rushing through the tasks, we introduced breaks in between the tasks.

9 CONCLUSION
As technology continues to evolve, features such as the deletion of data should also change and
become flexible to meet customers’ needs. This study lays the foundation for better cloud deletion
controls and interfaces. We investigated cloud deletion preferences and the information that sup-
ports deletion in the cloud.We have shown that users have different deletion requirements—different
data requires different types of deletion. Our results also show that deletion preferences differ
significantly across people depending on their needs—there is no one size fits all solution; controls
should be intelligent and personalized, interface-aware, layered, retrospective, and multiuser-aware.
Our activities have shown how complex deletion preferences are, highlighting the challenges
of designing controls for deletion. Our results also provide useful insights on how information
about deletion can be improved to inform users better when deleting. In particular, we show what
information about deletion users consider important, where they want it to be made available, and
at which point in time of their use of the cloud.
With our work, we hope to bring attention to and inspire positive change in the space of data

deletion in the cloud, pushing towards a distinct approach and truly user-centered deletion mecha-
nisms. A plethora of existing literature has established that users’ perception heavily influences
their behavior; thus, it is essential to consider how users perceive various types of cloud deletion
and their effects. This may help policymakers better understand how users perceive risk and how
to ensure that users are protected from harms that may result from deletion. Our findings can
also help service providers reflect on the type of information users view as important. Providers
showing users what types of deletion methods are available may give users the impression that
their providers understand their concerns and care about data deletion. There is also a need to
have more deletion awareness campaigns, particularly in the cloud—its uses and consequences
since more data is in the cloud. Relevant agencies should use relevant deletion terms to help people
understand that deletion methods are different and have different outcomes.
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